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Document #2: Mary Chestnut Diary Entry (excerpt) 

 

Author – The author is the person who wrote this. I can tell they have opinions about 

things because the writing tells me about their background and point of view. It’s 

important because I can see who they are and what they need and what they feel and 

about their education and point of view. 

 

Place & Time – There is no date given on this diary entry talking about the firing on 

Ft. Sumter and seeing it from your roof and how frightening it all is. No location is 

given either. 

 

Audience – This document was written to us. I know this because we’re reading it 

right now. This is important because it helps us know to whom it was written and why 

it was written the way it was. It shapes the way I read this document by telling me 

about the audience and so I understand who it was written to and the choices and 

feelings of the author. 

 

Reason – This document was written so we would know what it was like to watch Ft. 

Sumter being on fire and the Civil War was starting.  

 

The Main Idea – The main idea of this document is the part about how she sees Ft. 

Sumter being attacked and wonders if war is starting and then how the slaves are 

reacting and do they really know what’s going on and everyone should live their 

dreams and color doesn’t matter treat everyone the same and they’re having tea and 

hard to sleep.  

 

Yeah, So What? – This document is important because you want us to learn about the 

events in this document and the way it was written. 

 

NOTE: This is NOT a good APARTY. This is a ‘bad’ APARTY. It stinks. I’m providing 
it here by way of example of what NOT to do. In case you didn’t catch that part. 


